Better Monetize Content Services and Accurately
Determine Tax
Billing management is a complex process. And tax rates and rules across jurisdictions are constantly changing.
But what if you could reduce your tax management burden and greatly simplify the process? With the
comprehensive sales and tax solution from Evergent, you can. The Evergent TaxCalc (TC) helps cloud video
service providers better monetize content services and accurately determine tax. As an add-on option to the
Evergent User Lifecycle Management Platform, TaxCalc can be used with our invoice and billing service to
determine the appropriate tax to be collected from the end user and remitted to the local tax authority.
As a video service provider, here are the benefits you can expect:

We’ll Simplify Your
Tax Needs — Our
Solution is Easy and
Streamlined

We’re Integrated — No
Need to Buy Another
System or Work with
Another Vendor

We’ll Help You
Monetize Content
— Make Revenue
Management Easier

TaxCalc provides the convenience
you require and reduces your tax
management burden. It automates
and simplifies tax calculation, management and reporting. It can be
used to calculate tax based on the
taxing jurisdiction and to retrieve the
tax area’s associated with master
address records or the address information passed along in a transaction.

You don’t need to purchase another
system, or work with another vendor
— TaxCalc can be added on to the
Evergent User Lifecycle Management
Solution. That means no additional
bills to manage, vendors to deal with,
or multiple points of failure.

Used with the Evergent Revenue
Management Module, it helps companies handle revenue management,
global tax, billing and payment information — tasks that can help you
better monetize your content.

Apply tax rates for addresses with
matching performed at any level
from country, state, county, city, zip,
or a string value for the tax region
• Apply independent taxes to a single
charge, and each tax can have a
type of Flat Fee or Percentage

Calculate and report use tax:
•
•
•
•
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Accruals
Asset and goods management
Inventory removal
Purchase order

We’re Scalable — a Software-as-aService (SaaS) Solution Designed
for Today and Tomorrow
Our cloud-based, SaaS-based solution grows with your needs.
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Taxcalc — A Sales
and Use Tax Solution

The Evergent TaxCalc Solution
Evergent’s TaxCalc Solution includes the software required to support
the following:
Tax Calculation Engine
The Calculation Engine performs tax calculations based on standard rates
and rules supplied by Vertex, a software technology for managing transaction tax. The Evergent Calculation Engine can also be configured by your
tax professional to provide non-standard rates and rules as well.
Tax Area Lookup
This part of the solution identifies jurisdictions based on city, state, postal
code, and other address information using the Tax Geographic Information
System (Tax GIS) database. Use this during transaction line item processing within Evergent CCB or it can be used to pre-assign a tax area to your
company address master and customer address master database.

Learn more about the TaxCalc option, the Revenue
Management Module and other features of the
Evergent User Lifecycle Management solution.
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About Evergent Evergent offers cloud-based, customer lifecycle management solutions
that enable anytime, anywhere, any device success for video service providers. Our carrier-scale
subscription, billing and user lifecycle management solutions allow video service providers to
delight customers and partners, while generating more revenue and running their back-offices more
efficiently. Evergent’s customers include leading carriers such as AT&T, Airtel, SingTel, and T-Mobile,
and leading media companies such as FOX and Sony Entertainment Television. Headquartered in
Sunnyvale, California, Evergent has offices across the United States in Austin, Los Angeles, Boston,
and Denver, and internationally in India, Singapore, and Brazil.

